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PLASTIC Classification & Preparation 
Guide



Introduction

Over 350 million tonnes of plastic is 
produced annually and less than 15% is 
collected and recycled.  When we don’t 
separate plastic, the matter turns into mixed 
contaminated plastic waste. This makes the 
recycling process complicated and costly. 

This guide will break down how to sort, 
classify and prepare plastic properly to be 
processed and upcycled into a new, valuable 
material. 

It’s in our hands to redirect the life cycle of 
plastic. Together we can make it happen. 

#itsUpToUs  #SavethePLASTIC
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WASTE

How to sort my PLASTIC

START 
SIMPLE!
Separate plastics from the 
waste bin. 

Keep them clean and dry 
to avoid smells and 
insects. 



How to sort my PLASTIC

BETTER

Separate plastic based on the five 
main categories. 

BEST

Separate by grouping your plastic 
into as many categories as you 
can. 

GO PRO!
The sooner you classify, 
the easier it is to sort.

Create different recycling 
bin/bags based on the 
products you consume 
the most.



Classification Tree

HARD TETRA-PAK STYROFOAM

PET #1STRETCHY

SOFT

PP #5

PVC #3

HDPE #2

CRUNCHY

PS #6

POLY-ALU 

Others #7 

Transparent, 
flexible plastics.

Black bags and 
wrappers.

Multicolor films.

Monocolor films 
(no black).

Thin, crackling 
packaging. 

Multilayer, 
laminated  
packaging.

Sort by color. 

Sort by color; 
transparent, white & 
black.  

FACE MASKS 



SOFT
STRETCHY 

This refers to elastic and soft 
plastics. When pulled, they 
should stretch. These plastics 
are commonly used for 
shopping bags, wrappers and 
bubble wrap (LDPE #4 ).

CRUNCHY 

This refers to thin, crackling  
plastic. When pulled, they 
should crack and tear. These 
plastics are commonly used for 
food and product packaging 
(PP, BOPP, OPP, PET). 

POLY-ALUMINUM

This refers to thin plastic lined 
with shiny aluminum. These 
plastics are commonly used in 
food, sachet, coffee and medicine 
packaging.



SOFT
STRETCHY CRUNCHY POLY-ALUMINUM 

Clear and transparent Black

Multicolor Monocolor  Thick and crackling

Thin and crackling Thin and lined with 
aluminum



 HARD
PET
Transparent; commonly used for 
bottled drinks. 

HDPE
Hard and multicolored; commonly 
used in bottle tops and liquid 
product containers.  

PS 
Can be solid or foamed; commonly 
used in food packaging or containers. 

PP
Commonly used in take away 
containers, straws, houseware  
and cutlery. 

PVC
Dull colors; commonly used in 
construction and pipes. 

OTHERS
Any plastics that are unidentifiable.



TETRA-PAK, STYROFOAM & MASKS

STYROFOAM
Soft foam; commonly used for 
containers and packaging. 

To prepare, clean, dry and stack. 

TETRA-PAK
Plastic coated paper carton with a 
thin aluminium layer; commonly 
used for sweet drinks and milk.  

To prepare, cut open, clean, dry 
and flatten.

MASKS
Plastic fibers; commonly used as face 
masks.  

To prepare, detach bands and 
remove metal insert. 



How to prepare

#1. CLEAN AND DRY

It is important that any plastic 
arrives clean and dry. Make sure 
it is residue-free (no food, sauces 
or liquids).

Cut the inside of sachets, bags, 
containers or tubes and clean 
them  (just rinse them with water) 
to remove sauces and leftovers.  



#2. SEPARATE AND SORT

Please separate and sort plastic 
based on each component. 
Common beverages like bubble 
tea and bottled drinks have 
several different types of plastic 
combined in the product. 
Generally, straws are PP #5, 
cups/bottles are PET #1 and the 
bag is stretchy LDPE #4. 

Straw, spoon and cup: PP #5

Straw wrapper: 
Crunchy

Lid: crunchy

Bag: 
stretchy 

How to prepare



#3. DECONSTRUCT

Deconstruct any multilayer 
plastic products. Remove any 
staples, tape, bands, springs or 
labels. 

For example, break down drink 
bottles into labels (crunchy), body 
(PET #1), cap and ring (HDPE #2). 

How to prepare



Unable to process
DO NOT include paper 
products such as cups 
or food lining. 

DO NOT include 
biodegradable or 
compostable bags.

We CANNOT accept 
plastic that hasn’t been 
prepared properly for 
processing. 



After you’ve prepared your plastic, please label 
your bags with your name and phone number 
then send it to us. 

Remember that we can only accept plastic 
that has been prepared properly. Please 
separate plastic from trash and make sure they 
are clean and dry. The level of sorting is up to 
you! 

Your plastics will be up-cycled into new, 
everyday goods. With your participation, we can 
give plastic a new life cycle in our society 
while protecting our land and waterways. 

Thank you! 

Send us your PLASTIC

Eco-warrior
9012345678

Eco-warrior
9012345678

https://goo.gl/maps/pZEUSGiDNxEoc2Y89


      membership

Address: 30/4 Street 10, Town 2, Hiep 
Binh Phuoc Ward, Thu Duc City (search 
“PLASTICPeople” for the exact location on 
delivery apps). 

Phone number: 0786904542 - Ms. Tam 
(Contact before sending).

Time: 08:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday. 

Register to be PLASTICPeople member 
to be awarded with gift when you reach 
the first 30kg

https://goo.gl/maps/QvUbBnTmxAeW9d4D6
https://goo.gl/maps/QvUbBnTmxAeW9d4D6
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf4T2G8Kx_Ex12cikCoSgCq-SVMnRV4pdL7p4Q-vwpMrrRTDQ/viewform?usp=sf_link


NÉSTOR CATALÁN
nestor@plasticpeople.vn
(+34) 622 083 343

NANO MORANTE
nano@plasticpeople.vn
(+84) 0 91 670 35 80

#WeAre

Thank you.

www.PLASTICPeople.vn
Facebook.com/weArePLASTICPeople
Instagram.com/weArePLASTICpeople/

mailto:nestor@plasticpeople.vn
mailto:nano@plasticpeople.vn
http://www.plasticpeople.vn
https://www.instagram.com/weareplasticpeople/

